Development
Control Committee

Tuesday, 17 June 2014
6.00 pm

FIRE EVACUATION PROCEDURES
FOR VISITORS AT EBLEY MILL
 Upon hearing the fire alarm, visitors should immediately evacuate the
building following the instructions given by the Chair at the start of each
meeting.
 DO NOT stay, or return, to collect personal belongings.
 DO NOT use the lifts when the alarm is sounding.
 Upon evacuation, visitors should go to the NB assembly point. The
assembly points are situated in the staff car park where a fire steward
will be there to take a roll call.
 Visitors must remain at the assembly points until permission is given to
leave.


Visitors must not leave the site until instructed to do so.

For Agenda enquiries contact:

Judy Balfe, Democratic Services and Elections Officer
Tel: 01453 754351 Email: judy.balfe@stroud.gov.uk
6 June 2014

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
A meeting of the Development Control Committee will be held on Tuesday, 17 June
2014 in the Council Chamber, Ebley Mill, Ebley Wharf, Stroud at 6.00 pm.

David Hagg
Chief Executive

AGENDA
Please Note: This meeting will be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the
Council’s internet site (www.stroud.gov.uk). The whole of the meeting will be
filmed except where there are confidential or exempt items, which may need to be
considered in the absence of the press and public.
The images and sound recording may be used for training purposes within the
Council.
Whilst the public seating areas are not directly filmed, particular camera shots around the
Chamber may capture persons seated in the public areas. By entering the Council Chamber
and using the public seating areas, you are consenting to being filmed and to the possible use
of those images and sound recordings for webcasting and/or training purposes.
If you have any queries regarding the above, please contact the officer named at the top of
this agenda.
1.

APOLOGIES

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive Declarations of Interest in relation to planning matters.

3.

MINUTES
To approve and sign as a correct record the Minutes of the Development
Control Committee meeting held on 13 May 2014.
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Public Speaking at Development Control Committee

The Council have agreed to introduce public speaking at meetings of the
Development Control Committee. The procedure to be followed is set out on
the page immediately before the Planning Schedule.

4.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL – PLANNING SCHEDULE
(NOTE: For access to information purposes, the background papers for the
applications listed in the above schedule are the application itself and
subsequent papers as listed in the relevant file.)

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Tuesday, 8 July 2014
The Committee Membership for 2014/15 Civic Year is as follows:
Councillor Ken Stephens (Chair)
Councillor John Marjoram (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Liz Ashton
Councillor Dorcas Binns
Councillor Nigel Cooper
Councillor Paul Hemming

Councillor Haydn Jones
Councillor Stephen Moore
Councillor Dave Mossman
Councillor Stephen Robinson
Councillor Roger Sanders
Councillor Emma Sims

In the Event of a Fire
Leave the room by the nearest fire exit these are located to the rear of the
Chamber and the door leading to the Roof Garden marked as Fire Exits.
Proceed to the main car park and assemble by the New Build sign (NB).

If you require this agenda in large print format or a translation please contact
Democratic Services  01453 754351 or email:
democratic.services@stroud.gov.uk
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13 May 2014
6.00 pm – 7.25 pm
Council Chamber, Ebley Mill, Stroud
Minutes
Membership:
Ken Stephens**
John Marjoram*
Liz Ashton
Dorcas Binns
Rowland Blackwell
Nigel Cooper
** = Chair

P
P
P
A
P
A

* = Vice-Chair

David Drew
Paul Hemming
Haydn Jones
Graham Littleton
Stephen Moore
Martin Whiteside
A = Absent

P
P
P
A
P
P

P = Present

Other Members in attendance
Councillor Gordon Craig
Officers in attendance
Head of Planning
Principal Planning Officer
Senior Planning Officer
DC.109

Locum Solicitor
Principal Environmental Health Officer
Democratic Services & Elections Officer

APOLOGIES

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Dorcas Binns, Nigel Cooper
and Graham Littleton.
DC.110

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

There were none.
DC.111

MINUTES

RESOLVED That the Minutes of the Development Control Committee meeting
held on 8 April 2014 are accepted as a correct record.

Development Control Committee
13 May 2014
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DC.112

PLANNING SCHEDULE

Representations were received and taken into account by the Committee in respect
of the following Applications:1.
DC.113

S.11/2448/FUL

2.

S.14/0577/FUL

ITEM 1 – FULL PLANNING PERMISSION FOR WIND ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT NORTH OF SHARPNESS DOCKS, BRIDGE ROAD,
SHARPNESS, BERKELEY, GLOS (S.11/2448/FUL)

The Senior Planning Officer outlined the Application for the above site and the Late
Pages that had been circulated to Members prior to the meeting. Two further
amendments were also highlighted:Condition 5 – the addition of a traffic management plan, a construction method
statement outlining working hours during construction, commissioning and
decommissioning.
Condition 11 – the first line should have read “No development shall take place …”.
Councillor Gordon Craig, a Ward Member for Berkeley spoke against the Application
because of the impact the wind turbine would have on the working dock, the nearby
houses, the countryside setting, the impact on the Core Strategy, tourism and future
employment. He also raised concerns over noise levels and the potential for
interference with VHF communications that could affect marine rescues.
The Applicant, Mr John Mills, spoke in favour of the Application which had began in
December 2009, with submission in December 2011 after considerable consultation
had taken place and concerns addressed.
In reply to Members’ questions, it was confirmed that the noise levels would be within
the permitted guidance and if there were any breaches these would be investigated
by Environmental Health Officers.
The Application had taken a long time to be presented to Committee because of the
amount of consultation and negotiation that had been carried out by the Applicant
prior to submission. It was not known whether all of the letters of objection still stood.
There were approximately 440 properties within the parish of Hinton. It was noted
that there had been no comments received on the Application from the Wildlife and
Wetlands Trust at Slimbridge.
A Motion to ACCEPT the Officer’s advice, with all the amended Conditions was
proposed by Councillor Liz Ashton and seconded by Councillor John Marjoram.
In debate, some Members were in favour of alternative energy in the Severn Estuary.
Some Members had spoken to local people who generally supported the Application.
It was noted that there were no houses in close proximity of the site. Also, it was
noted that no Parish Council members had attended Committee to express their
views.
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Other Members felt that the Severn Estuary was the wrong place for a wind turbine
and citied previous Local Plans which had stated that the view should not be
interrupted. Reference was also made to the consultation that had taken place on the
Severn Barrage two years ago which had resulted in that scheme not being taken
forward.
On being put to the vote, there were 7 votes for the Motion, 2 votes against and no
abstentions; it was declared CARRIED.
RESOLVED To grant Application S.11/2448/FUL, as set out in these Minutes,
subject to the Conditions stated in the report and in Appendix A to
these Minutes.
DC.114

ITEM 2 – FULL PLANNING PERMISSION FOR THE ERECTION OF
A NEW DWELLING ON LAND AT THE OLD COACH HOUSE,
LAGGER LANE, SOUTH WOODCHESTER, STROUD, GLOS,
(S.14/0577/FUL)

In presenting the above Application the Principal Planning Officer outlined two
amendments. Condition 2 should refer to two additional plans relating to levels and
in Condition 6 the words “maintained as such thereafter” should be added to the end
of the sentence to the Condition.
Mr Peter Lead, Vice-Chair of Woodchester Parish Council, raised objections to the
Application which he felt would be contrary to Policy ES3 to the emerging Local Plan
and PPS3. If granted, a precedent would be set for more people to develop their
garden land. He felt that the Application should be refused because it is an
unsuitable development and contrary to current planning guidance.
Mr Ralph Stevenson, a neighbour, also spoke against the Application citing Policies
BE12 and BE5 of the Local Plan. The Application was within an AONB, a
Conservation Area and in his opinion would be contrary to the Woodchester Parish
Design Statement 2012.
With the agreement of all concerned a colour photograph of the site was circulated to
Members and the Agent.
Mr Nick Hurst, the Agent for the Applicant, spoke in favour of the Application and
outlined the planning history. He made the point that when consent was granted
previously, account would have been taken of planning guidance.
Members had visited the site and it was noted that, if granted, the existing concrete
block wall would be demolished to enable the existing road to be widened and would
be rebuilt with facing Cotswold stone.
It was confirmed that the Application had been submitted prior to the expiry of the
previous planning permission.
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It was Officer’s opinion that there would be no severe adverse impact on highway
safety. Some Members did express their concern on the impact on walkers using
the Cotswold Way.
A Motion to ACCEPT the Officer’s recommendations, with the amended Conditions,
was proposed by Councillor John Marjoram and seconded by Councillor Liz Ashton.
On being put to the vote, there were 7 votes for the Motion, 1 vote against and no
abstentions; it was declared CARRIED.
RESOLVED To grant permission for Application S.14/0577/FUL, as set out in
these Minutes, subject to the Conditions stated in the report and
in Appendix A to these Minutes.
The meeting closed at 7.25 pm.

Chair
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Appendix A
AMENDMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
13 May 2014
In addition to the amendments stated on the Late Pages.
ITEM No: 1
Address:
Wind Turbine North of Sharpness Docks

Application: S.11/2448/FUL

Change to Condition 5 (additional text in bold):
No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a Traffic
Management Plan (Construction Method Statement) has been submitted to, and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to
throughout the construction period. The Statement shall provide for:
a) lorry/HGV management and routing scheme.
b) phasing scheme showing the proposed period of operation, hours of operation &
numbers/weights of HGV's during each phase.
c) specific local safety issues should be addressed.
d) a local freight quality partnership or other briefing forum to help inform the local
communities about construction activity.
e) the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors.
f) loading and unloading of plant and materials.
g) storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development.
h) all construction traffic/commercial vehicles shall leave the site sheeted, except those
carrying stone in excess of 500mm diameter.
I) wheel washing facilities.
j) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction.
k) a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from any demolition and construction
works.
l) a full photographic survey of the proposed access roads from the A38 including all
junctions, to be carried out prior to and after construction the construction period.
m) hours of construction and decommissioning.
Reason:
In the interests of Highway safety and to protect the amenities in the area.
Change to Condition 11 (alteration to text in bold):
No development shall take place until full technical specifications, including elevations,
energy generation / output figures and noise production, of the chosen turbine have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The submitted
information shall indicate a turbine with a hub height and overall tip height not in excess of
80m and 122m respectively above local ground level and a maximum generating capacity of
5.47GWh. The development shall then take place in accordance with the approved plans.
Reason:
The submitted information relates to a specimen turbine design only.
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Additional Condition (Condition 21):
Generation of electricity from the development to the electricity grid shall not commence until
a scheme for the avoidance of any shadow flicker effect for dwellings within 10 rotor
diameters of the turbine has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be implemented as approved.
Reason:
In the interests of neighbouring amenities.
ITEM No: 02

Application:
S.14/0577/FUL

Address:
Land at The Old Coach House, Lagger Lane, South Woodchester
Planning Policies should read as BE5 and BE12.
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Stroud District Council
Planning Schedule

17th June 2014

In cases where a Site Inspection has taken place, this is because Members felt they would
be better informed to make a decision on the application at the next Committee. Accordingly
the view expressed by the Site Panel is a factor to be taken into consideration on the
application and a final decision is only made after Members have fully debated the issues
arising.
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
Procedure for Public Speaking
The Council have agreed to introduce public speaking at meetings of the Development Control Committee.
Public speaking is only permitted on those items contained within the schedule of applications. It is not
permitted on any other items on the Agenda. The purpose of public speaking is to emphasise comments and
evidence already submitted through the planning system. Speakers should refrain from bringing photographs or
other documents as it is not an opportunity to introduce new evidence.
The Chair will ask for those wishing to speak to identify themselves by name at the beginning of proceedings.
There are four available slots for each schedule item:Ward Councillor(s)
Town or Parish representative
Spokesperson against the scheme and
Spokesperson for the scheme.
Each slot (with the exception of Ward Councillors who are covered by the Council’s Constitution) will not exceed
3 minutes in duration. If there is more than one person who wishes to speak in the same slot, they will need
either to appoint a spokesperson to speak for all, or share the slot equally. Speakers should restrict their
statement to issues already in the public arena. Please note that statements will be recorded and broadcast
over the internet as part of the Councils webcasting of its meetings; they may also be used for subsequent
proceedings such as an appeal. Names may be recorded in the Committee Minutes.
The order for each item on the schedule is
1. Introduction of item by the Chair
2. Brief update by the planning officer.
3. Public Speaking
a. Ward Member(s)
b. Parish Council
c. Those who oppose
d. Those who support
4. Member questions of officers
5. Motion
6. Debate
7. Vote

A copy of the Scheme for Public Speaking at Development Control Committee meetings is available at the
meeting.
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Parish

Application

Item

Horsley Parish
Council
Link to
website

Land At, Sugley Lane, Horsley.
S.12/1098/FUL - New Agricultural Dwelling

Brimscombe And
Thrupp Parish
Council

1 Southview, Cotswold Close, Brimscombe.
02
21
S.14/0659/FUL - Proposed residential development (comprising
extension/refurbishment works to existing dwelling and the
erection of two new detached dwelling houses). (Resubmission
of withdrawn application S.13/2586/FUL)

Link to
website

http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.
14/0659/FUL

Stinchcombe
Parish Council

The Pallisades, Wick Lane, Stinchcombe.
03
32
S.14/0276/COU - Change of use and conversion of Livery
Stables to residential dwelling.

Link to
website

http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.
14/0276/COU

Minchinhampton
Parish Council

Coronation Hut, 16 Dr Browns Road,
04
39
Minchinhampton.
S.14/0560/COU - Change of use from assembly and leisure
(Use Class D2) to a mixed use consisting of a nursery (Use
Class D1) and assembly and leisure (Use Class D2).

Link to
website

http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.
14/0560/COU

01

Page No.

04

http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.
12/1098/FUL

Rodborough Parish Lower Cheyne, Queens Road, Stroud.
05
45
Council
S.14/0428/HHOLD - Removal of existing roof and the provision
of a new floor. Including new ground floor decking, first floor
balcony, rain water harvesting and photo voltaic.
http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.
Link to
14/0428/HHOLD
website
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Item No:

01

Application No.
Site No.
Site Address

S.12/1098/FUL

Town/Parish

Horsley Parish Council

Grid Reference

383211,198662

Application
Type
Proposal

Full Planning Permission

Applicant’s
Details

Mr Berni Courts
Pool Cottage, Tiltups End, Horsley, Stroud, Gloucestershire
GL6 0QE
Mr Gordon Simpson
Art Hand Architecture, Mulberry Tree Cottage, Stroud Road, Brookthorpe,
Gloucester
Gloucestershire
GL4 0UU

Agent’s Details

Land At, Sugley Lane, Horsley, Gloucestershire

New Agricultural Dwelling
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Case Officer

Ian Pople

Application
Validated

21.06.2012

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended
Decision
Subject to the
following
conditions:

Permission

1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason:
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all
respects in strict accordance with the approved plans listed below:
Site Location Plan of 21/06/2012
Plan number = FAB-L-2500-01 P-03
Site Plan Proposed of 28/04/2014
Plan number = FAB-S-500-01 P-06
Proposed floor plan of 08/06/2012
Plan number = FAB-P-100-101/P-05
Proposed Elevations of 08/06/2012
Plan number = FAB-E-100-101/P-03
Proposed plans, sections and elevations of 08/06/2012
Plan number = FAB-E-100-103/P-04
Proposed floor plan of 08/06/2012
Plan number = FAB-P-100-102/P-04
Roof plan of 08/06/2012
Plan number = FAB-P-100-103/P-01
Business Plan of 08/06/2012
Reason:
To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with
the approved plans and in the interests of good planning.

3.

The occupation of the dwelling hereby permitted shall be limited to
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a person solely or mainly working, or last working, if currently
unemployed, in the locality in agriculture or in forestry, or a widow
or widower of such a person, and to any resident dependant.
Reason:
Permission is only granted because the dwelling is required to
house a person or persons employed in agriculture or forestry as
required by Paragraph 55 of the NPPF.
4.

The dwelling hereby permitted shall not be occupied until the
agricultural buildings identified on plan number FAB-S-500-01 P06 have been refurbished and made available for use in
accordance with details to be submitted to and agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The agreed provision shall be
maintained as such thereafter.
Reason:
To ensure the buildings necessary to support the viability of the
proposed business are provided, in accordance with Policy HN10
of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 and
Paragraph 55 of the National Planning Policy Framework.

5.

No development shall take place until samples of the materials to
be used in the construction of the external surfaces of the building
works hereby permitted have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Development shall then
only be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason:
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area and to comply
with Policy NE8 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan,
November 2005, emerging Policy ES7 and the provisions of the
National Planning Policy Framework.

6.

The development hereby permitted shall not be commenced until
details of a scheme of hard and soft landscaping for the site have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. This shall include details of species, size of plants,
details of any support structures.
Reason:
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area and to comply
with Policy NE8 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan,
November 2005 and emerging Policy ES7.

7.

All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of
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landscaping shall be carried out in the first complete planting and
seeding seasons following the occupation of the buildings, or the
completion of the development to which it relates, whichever is the
sooner. Any trees or plants which, within a period of five years
from the completion of the development, die, are removed, or
become seriously damaged or diseased, shall be replaced in the
next planting season with others of similar size and species.
Reason:
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area and to comply
with Policy NE8 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan,
November 2005 and emerging Policy ES7.
8.

No development shall take place until details of proposed parking
and turning facilities for a minimum of two vehicles has been
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The agreed scheme shall be laid out in full prior to the first
occupation of the dwelling hereby permitted and shall be
maintained as such, free from obstruction thereafter.
Reason:
To ensure that adequate parking and turning is provided to enable
vehicles to enter and leave the site in a forward gear, in the
interests of highway safety and to comply with Policy GE5 of the
adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005.

9.

The dwellings hereby permitted shall not be occupied until
sufficient surface water drainage has been installed and made
available for use to cater for the approved development, in
accordance with details to be submitted and agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. Such facilities shall be maintained as
such, free from obstruction thereafter.
Reason:
To provide the development with a suitable method of disposing of
surface water and to prevent the incidence of flooding in
accordance the National Planning Policy Framework.

10.

No development shall take place, including any works or
demolition, until a construction method statement has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The approved statement shall be adhered to throughout
the construction period and shall provide for:

i) the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
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ii) loading and unloading of plant and materials;
iii) storage of plant and materials used in constructing the
development;
iv) wheel washing facilities;
v) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during
construction and
vi) hours of construction and all site related activities.
Reason:
In the interest of highway safety and neighbour amenity and to
comply with Policies GE1 and GE5 of the adopted Stroud District
Local Plan, November 2005.
11.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any order
revoking and re-enacting that order with or without modification),
no development permitted under Article 3, and described within
Classes A - E; of Part 1 of Schedule 2, shall take place.
Reason:
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area and to comply
with Policies NE8 and HN10 of the adopted Stroud District Local
Plan, November 2005, emerging Local Plan Policies ES7, ES3 and
CP14 and the provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework.

12.

The development hereby permitted shall not be occupied until
secure cycle storage facilities has been made available in
accordance with details to be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The agreed method shall be
maintained as such thereafter.
Reason:
To ensure that adequate cycle parking is provided and to promote
cycle use, in accordance with Policy TR1 of the adopted Stroud
District Local Plan, November 2005 and the principles contained
within the National Planning Policy Framework.

Informatives:
1.

The applicant should take all relevant precautions to minimise the
potential for disturbance to neighbouring residents in terms of
noise, dust, smoke/fumes and odour during the construction
phrases of the development. This should include not working
outside regular day time hours, the use of water suppression for
any stone or brick cutting, not burning materials on site and
advising neighbours in advance of any particularly noisy works. It
should also be noted that the burning of materials that gives rise to
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dark smoke or the burning of trade waste associated with the
development, are immediate offences, actionable via the Local
Authority and Environment Agency respectively. Furthermore, the
granting of this planning permission does not indemnify against
statutory nuisance action being taken should substantiated smoke,
fume, noise or dust complaints be received.
For further
information please contact Mr Dave Jackson, Acting
Environmental Protection Manager on 01453 754489.

CONSULTEES
Comments
Received

Development Coordination (E)
Parish / Town
Gloucestershire Rural Services (E)
Cotswolds Conservation Board (E)
Robert Fox (E)

Not Yet
Received

Natural England (E)
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust (E)

CONTRIBUTORS
Letters of
Objection

J Evans, Far Bank Farm, Sugely Lane
K Rosser, The Hayloft, Sugley Lane
P Marriage, Sugley Barn, Sugley Lane
S Allen, Sugley Farm, Sugley Lane
S Evans, Far Bank Farm, Sugley Lane
J Kennedy, Post Office Cottage, Inchbrook
K Hall, Cherry Tree Cottage, Shortwood
K Kay, Rose Cottage, Wallow Green
T Marchand, Hollingham House, Hollingham Lane
Dr S Wray, High Barn, Horsley
N Kay, Rose Cottage, Wallow Green,
J.Speed, Overdale, Wallow Green
J Ashton, The Hayloft, Sugley Lane
D Hurst,
Bashford, Marsden Cottage, Horlsey Hill
H Polgrean-Smith, 8 West Tynnings, Forest Green
C Hurst, 2 Woodlands, Northfield Road
I Holland, Woodpecker Cottage, Sugley Lane, Horsley,
P Neilson, Ivy Cottage, Wallow Green
B Bryan, Wallow Green,
M Speed, Overdale, Wallow Green
S Ross, Malmesbury House, The Fooks, Horsley,
J Peters, Horsley,

Letters of
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Support

J Casling, Mulberry Tree Cottage,, Stroud Road,
Dr A Evans, Alexandra Villa, The Plain
E Hashemi, The Gables, Tiltups End
S Blowers, Frost Hill Cottage, Washpool
K Jugurnauth, 68 Eastern Avenue, Pinner
J Campbell-Johnston And Dr. Jeremy Woodcock, Holmans Cottage,
Winsoredge ,Nailsworth. GL6 ONP,
S Jugurnauth, 36 Vellum Drive, Carshalton SM52TN,
Ms C Herring, 6 Woodside, Stroud
E Cossey, Elfwood House, Selsley Road
K Leljak, Stroud,
K Broad, The Gables, Tiltups End
Mr A Leljak, 67 Bisley Road, Stroud, GLOS, GL5 1HF,
P Clifford, Frosthill Cottage, Washpool, Horsley, GL6 0PP
S Barton, 49 Windmill Road,
D Little, 36 Vellum Drive, Carshalton, Surrey,
T And A Herbert, Quince Tree Cottage, Rockness Hill
A Burhouse, St Michaels' Cottage,, Paradise,
H Jugurnauth, 68 Eastern Ave, Pinner
J Nigel De Berker, 4 Fuddlebrook Cottages, Ayford Lane
Mr A Nicoll, Butterrow Gate,, Butterrow Hill
J Jugurnauth, 68,Eastern Avenue, Pinner
J Courts, Flat 60,, Hilton Grange,
J Moffatt, 3 Glapton Road, The Meadows
N Posner, 100 Julian Road,, West Bridgford,
A Swann, 63 Home Orchard, Ebley
P Jugurnauth, 68 Eastern Avenue, Pinner
B Graves, Mayfield, 11 Bisley Road
T Saul, Southwood, Scar Hill, Nailsworth,
C Wheeler, 4 Lisle Place, Wotton Under Edge
J Bowers, Hay Lane, Horsley
V Guest, 1 Sandgrove, Horsley
L Collorick, Woodside, Rooksgrove, Rodborough, Stroud, GL5 5DJ
C Davies, Auldenu, Woodend Farm
A Evans, Alexandra Villa, The Plain
L Meikle, Woodcot, Rockness Hill
G De Berker, Hay Lane,, Horsley
P Baldwin, Stoneycroft, Houndscroft
C.E. Bloomfield, Nash Dom, Hartley Bridge Hill
S Jackson, The Barn, Stroud Slad Farm

Letters of

Comment

V Dyer, Tickmorend Farm, Tickmorend
Mr Rayner Grant, Far Bank Farm,, Sugley Lane,
K Hall, Cherry Tree Cottage, Shortwood
A D'Costa, Brambleside, Adey's Lane
R Azcona, Whiteway Cottage, Whiteway Ban, Downend, Horsley,
W Stroud, The Lodge, Hollingham Lane
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T Civin, Far Bank Farm, Sugley Lane, Horsley, Stroud
E Johnson, Ruskin Mill College, The Fisheries
S Allen, Sugley Farm, Sugley Lane, Horsley,
Fi Macmillan, 8 Wallow Green, Horsley

OFFICER’S REPORT
SITE
The site is at the northern end of Sugley Lane and comprises an existing cluster of
agricultural buildings, arranged in a rectangular plan form, known as Wheelbarrow Yard.
Several agricultural buildings are present on site, including an open-fronted Dutch barn, a
piggery, a general storage shed and a milking shed. These buildings have a dilapidated
facade, yet appear to be capable of functioning. The site is accessed from Sugley Lane via a
gated entrance to the southeast corner of the site. This leads into an existing yard area,
providing access to the various buildings. A 3.65ha area of agricultural land is to the north of
the existing yard. The whole of the site is within the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty.
PROPOSAL
The application is for the erection of an agricultural workers dwelling, including the
refurbishment of several of the existing agricultural buildings.
REVISED DETAILS
An amended plan has been received, which details the re-use of the existing buildings on
site.
MATERIALS
Wall: Cotswold stone facing to plinth, lime render covered straw bale walling, tile hung
'shakes', timber weather boarding.
Roof: Timber 'shakes', sedum and roof glazing.
Fenestration: High performance timber doors and window casements.
Balcony: Timber
Rainwater Goods: Half round galvanised metal.
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
S.861 - Erection of open cattle shed and yards. 44ft x 22ft. Approved 05/04/1950.
S.97/1243 - Change of use of agricultural land for the siting of a mobile home (retrospective
application). Refused 24/09/1997.

CONSULTATION RESPONSES
Full details of all statutory consultations and public representations are available to view on
the electronic planning file.
A summary of the consultation responses and public
representations also appears below.
Parish:
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The Parish Council initially objected to the proposal, citing the following reasons:
1. The proposed building is not in scale, size or keeping with any other buildings in the
vicinity and therefore does not conform to the vernacular architecture of the area. It therefore
fails HN8 (1) and EM8 of the local plan.
2. There has been no significant farming activity at this location in recent years. (fails HN11
(3) and HN11(7)).
3. The development would lead to an inevitable increase in the amount of vehicular traffic
accessing the site along the substandard highway Sugley Lane, (believed to be a Class 4
highway). Despite the viability of the operation depending on additional activities creating
additional users of Sugley Lane, the applicant has not performed an assessment of the
potential increase in traffic levels. Consequently the application fails EM6, GE1, GE5, and
TR1 (5)
Further comments have subsequently been submitted following the submission of additional
information:
The RPA Map
This is simply a map of land on the A46. Council is advised that there is a lease relating to
this land but it is not on the public register and Council have been provided with no
information. It is a matter of concern that Council have only been provided with partial
information which prevents any informed response.
Seasonal Need Document
This is a general statement on husbandry and horticulture which appears to have little
relevance to any activity on the site. There is no explanation about why this document has
been lodged or how it might inform the decision.
In addition, Council is extremely concerned to note that a report on the commercial viability of
the holding was received some months ago but has not been placed on the public register.
Council would reiterate its original objection to this application and would ask the planning
authority to have regard to para.55 of the NPPF which requires that any application can
demonstrate:
- there is an existing agricultural or horticultural enterprise
- it is commercially viable
- that the permanent presence of someone on this site is essential.

Neighbours:
A number of objections have been received citing concerns regarding the impact on highway
safety, the restricted nature of the surrounding highway network, potential landscape impact,
the nature of the design, increased disturbance, the lack of public consultation, the precedent
that may be caused and there is no essential need to live on site.
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A number of letters of comment have also been submitted, again commenting on the nature
of the proposed access, issues that may be caused during the construction process and the
potential impact on highway safety.
Letters of support have also been received, which comment that the existing road to the site
is an existing highway and can continue to be used, that the application represents a
responsible way of improving agriculture in the local area, that the enterprise would be an
asset to the local community and that the access would not be detrimental to highway safety.
Consultees:
Gloucestershire County Highways raise no objections subject to the use of the dwelling being
tied to the agricultural operation of the site.
The Cotswold Conservation Board do not wish to comment on the application and state that
their comment should be taken as either an objection or support.
The Council's agricultural advisor has submitted an appraisal, which concludes that there is
an essential proven need for the dwelling.
ARTICLE 31 STATEMENT – REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
REASONS FOR DECISION - ARTICLE 31
For the purposes of Article 31 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure) (England) Order 2010, the following reasons for the Council's decision are
summarised below together with a summary of the Policies and Proposals contained within
the Development Plan which are relevant to this decision:
Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in
accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
The adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 is the development plan for Stroud
District. Due weight should be given to policies in this plan according to the degree of
consistency with the National Planning Policy Framework.
The National Planning Policy Framework is a material consideration in planning decisions.
The NPPF was published on 27 March 2012. This is a key part of the reforms to make the
planning system less complex and more accessible, to protect the environment and to
promote sustainable growth.
Local Planning policies still form the development plan, therefore the SDC Local Plan
together with the NPPF are of significant consideration. In December 2013 SDC submitted
its draft Local Plan to the Secretary of State. The policies contained within the Submission
Draft are also of relevance.
The core planning principles of the NPPF (Paragraph 17) seek to enhance and improve the
places in which people live, support sustainable development, secure high quality design,
protect important landscape features, encourage the use of renewable sources, conserve
and enhance the natural environment, re-use previously developed land, promote mixed use
developments, conserve heritage assets, encourage sustainable transport and improve
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health, social and cultural wellbeing for all. Local Plan Policy GE1 (Submission Draft Policy
ES3) seeks to prevent any unacceptable level of noise, general disturbance, smell, fumes,
loss of daylight or sunlight, loss of privacy or an overbearing effect.
Chapter 1 (Paragraphs 18-22) of the NPPF is committed to securing economic growth to
create jobs and prosperity. Government is dedicated to ensuring that the planning system
does everything possible to support sustainable economic growth.
Chapter 3 (Paragraph 28) and Chapter 11 (Paragraphs 109-125) of the NPPF apply to
development in rural areas. These highlight the need to protect landscape character,
maintain rural housing and communities and minimise impacts on landscapes and
biodiversity, while promoting the development and diversification of agricultural and other
land based rural businesses. Local Plan Policy NE4 and Submission Draft Policy ES6 are of
relevance.
Chapter 4 (Paragraphs 29-41) of the NPPF promote the need for sustainable transport. It
outlines Governments objectives with regard to offering people access to a real choice about
how they chose to travel. It requires access to sustainable transport modes and recognises
that sustainable transport solutions will vary from urban to rural areas. Local Plan Policy GE5
maintains highway safety including public rights of way. Policy TR1 details the Councils
parking standards. Submission Draft Policies CP1 is also of relevance.
Chapter 6 (Paragraph 55) of the NPPF seeks to promote sustainable development in rural
areas and advises that Local Planning Authorities should avoid new isolated homes in the
countryside unless there are special circumstances. These include the essential need for a
rural worker to live permanently at or near their place of work and where exceptional quality
or the innovative nature of the design are evident. It also establishes Government objectives
for housing provision and allows for a rolling 5 year housing supply (plus 5% additional
buffer). It also considers the location of new housing in sustainable locations with the
requirement for affordable housing provision. Policy HN10 of the Stroud District Local Plan,
November 2005 specifically provides guidance on the construction of dwellings for
agricultural workers.
Chapter 7 (Paragraphs 56-68) of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) stresses
the importance of quality design in the provision of sustainable development. It stresses
Governments objectives for inclusive design, innovation and raising design standards.
Submission Draft Policies of relevance include CP8 and CP14
Chapter 11 (Paragraphs 109-125) of the NPPF details Governments objectives with regard to
protecting and enhancing valued landscapes such as the AONB whilst minimising impacts of
development on biodiversity. It requires assessment of noise generating developments or the
location of development in noise sensitive environments. It also considers pollution and land
contamination. Local Plan Policy NE10 seeks to conserve the distinct landscape types in the
District. Policy NE4 seeks to ensure that the development would have no adverse impact
on legally protected species. Policy NE8 seeks to protect the Cotswold AONB. Also of
relevance are Submission Draft Policies CP14 and ES7.
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The proposal should also be considered against the guidance laid out in SPG Residential
Design Guide (2000).
For the full content of the Stroud District Local Plan policies (adopted November 2005) above
together with the preamble text and associated supplementary planning documents are
available to view on the Councils website http://www.stroud.gov.uk/iplanning
Full details of the NPPF is available to view at
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/2116950.pdf
The application has a number of considerations which both cover the principle of
development and the details of the proposed scheme. These considerations can be
summarised as the following;
o
o
o
o
o

Principle of development
Design
Landscape impact
Highway/sustainability implications
Residential Amenity

PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT
The application is for an agricultural workers dwelling to support a new farming enterprise on
site. This approach is somewhat different from a typical application of this nature, in that
ordinarily the agricultural enterprise would already been established. It appears that limited
agricultural activities have been undertaken on site since its segregation from the original
Sugley Farm, which is located to the southeast of the site, although it is noted that activities
have intensified in recent years. The applicant therefore seeks to justify that there is an
essential need for a dwelling to be located on site to support the further growth of the
emerging enterprise.
To this end, information has been provided including a business plan and supporting
information. Notwithstanding the status of the NPPF, Annex A of the now defunct PPS7
provided clear assessment criteria to analyse the essential need for a dwelling and is still a
tried and tested process and supports the ethos of Par. 55 of the NPPF. This approach has
also been adopted by the Council's Rural Advisor, who was asked to assess the viability of
the proposal. To improve the viability of the scheme, the applicant's have formally agreed to
enter into a Farm Business Tenancy Agreement for a minimum of 10 years to secure a
further 25 acres of land in addition to that located at Wheelbarrow Yard. A further 15 acres of
land are also still available on an annual arrangement at Kingscote Park near Tetbury. This
has been taken into the account as part of the assessment of the application.

The assessment highlights the firm intention and ability to occupy the site. This is reinforced
by details supplied with the application that indicate the applicant has a proven track record
as a biodynamic farm manager as part of this current employment. The business would be
reliant on the provision of the proposed building improvements, subject to this application.
Additional land is also being assembled. The necessary tenancy agreement is not yet in
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place but the applicant states that this is only a formality. The need for this to be conditioned
is being considered.
To satisfy a functional need test , the proposed farming business has to be viable The
Agricultural Advisor concludes the additional land and buildings should be sufficient to create
and develop the enterprise, in particular the livestock element. This is also supported in the
accompanying Business Plan. As such, it is considered that there is a case to support the
presence of an experienced person to be permanently located on site.
The details submitted also indicate that the predicted demand and output figures are
achievable, suggesting that a viable business could be sustained financially. With this in
mind, it is evident that the proposal is based on a sound financial basis.
The applicant has also supplied confirmation that he has been served with a notice to quit his
current property on 31st August 2014. This is therefore no longer a viable property to enable
the applicant to run the new enterprise. The lack of other available properties within a
suitable distance from the site, combined with the need to be located on site, demonstrate
that the housing need cannot be catered for in the immediate locality.
Taking account of the above, the assessment concludes that subject to the completion of the
tenancy agreement and the refurbishment of the existing buildings, there is a proven
essential need for an experienced person to be permanently based on site to develop and
manage the enterprise.
Paragraph 28 of the NPPF seeks to promote the creation of farm based enterprises and
based on the establishment of a proven essential need, the proposal would be compliant with
this. The demonstration of essential need also satisfies the merits of Paragraph 55 and
shows compliance with Local Plan Policy HN10. Taking this into account, Officers accept the
principle of an agricultural workers dwelling..
DESIGN AND APPEARANCE
The proposed dwelling represents a contemporary farmhouse. The proposed materials
represent a sympathetic mix of both traditional and modern finishes that would weather well.
Although relatively large in scale, the bulk of the building has been minimised by breaking the
massing up into distinct sections, each incorporating different features. Roof heights and
styles also differ to further reduce the visual appearance of the building. A sedum roof would
also be incorporated on one section of flat roof.
The building would also include the farm office, removing the need for a further building to be
located elsewhere on the site.
The Parish Council and neighbours comment that the dwelling is not in scale, size or keeping
with any other buildings in the vicinity and does not conform to the vernacular architecture of
the surrounding area. These comments are noted however it is evident that the surrounding
area contains a number of different building styles and sizes. Given that the building would
be seen in its own context, approximately 180m from the nearest building, it is felt that the
design would not look out of place.
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The arrangement of the plot as defined would also ensure that the site would not appear
cramped or overdeveloped and would provide adequate garden ground for the occupiers,
compliant with the standards set out in the Council's Residential Design Guide. The layout is
also such that suitable landscaping could be incorporated into the proposal.. Subject to the
provision of suitable landscaping and materials, the design criteria of the NPPF would be
satisfied.
LANDSCAPE IMPACT
The site lies within the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, a key landscape
designation that has been highlighted by the Parish Council and local neighbours. The site
occupies an elevated position and is visible from a number of viewpoints, including two Public
Rights of Way in close proximity to the site. This is acknowledged, however the use of
natural, sympathetic materials that will weather over time, combined with the innovative
design of the dwelling indicates that any harm caused would be minimal. The orientation of
the dwelling is also such that direct views of the dwelling would be minimised. Some views
of the dwelling would be obscured by existing buildings and the proposed orchard, would also
be helpful. Once established, the low impact agricultural operation of the site and its
associated buildings, combined with the modest dwelling would not detract from the
character and appearance of the surrounding landscape. The merits of Policies NE8, ES7
and Paragraph115 of the NPPF would be satisfied.
HIGHWAY SAFETY/SUSTAINABILITY
Numerous objections have been received from local residents and the Parish Council with
regard to the impact on highway safety, both for pedestrians and vehicular traffic. Sugley
Lane is designated as Class 4 County Highway, although does not appear to have been
maintained for a number of years. It is also single track for the majority of its length and is
served by a network of similar roads. However, this must be balanced with the level of traffic
generation that could already be generated from the site and impact the addition of a single
dwelling would have.
An intensified agricultural use could include a varied number of trips in a number of different
types and sizes of vehicle. The scale of the farming enterprise proposed would not
significantly alter the current level of agricultural traffic generation to a level that would be
detrimental to highway safety. Consideration must therefore be given to the added vehicular
traffic generated as a result of the introduction of a residential use on the site.
In this instance, the scheme proposes the creation of one residential dwelling. Ordinarily, the
addition of a dwelling in this location could give rise to a severe impact. However, the
circumstances of this application dictate that the residential use of the dwelling would be tied
to the agricultural operation of the farm enterprise. As such, the level and frequency of
vehicle movements would be less than a typical dwelling in that the main occupiers would not
necessarily need to travel to and from their place of work. It is accepted that movements
would still need to be made in other respects, however to support a single dwelling, they
would remain minimal.
The nature of the surrounding road network is also such that traffic speeds are generally low
and therefore the potential harm to users of the highway is reduced. The limited increase in
traffic generation as a result of the new dwelling would not significantly alter this.
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Gloucestershire County Highways consider that the proposal would have no impact on
current levels of highway safety. They raise no objection subject to conditions tying the
dwelling to the agricultural use of the land and ensuring that suitable parking and turning is
created prior to occupation. These conditions would meet the relevant tests and can be
applied in this instance. Subject to their compliance, the proposal would not harm current
levels of highway safety, in accordance with Policy GE5 and emerging Policy ES1.
Comments have been expressed by local residents as to an alternative access being
provided from the B4058 to the west of the site, from the adjoining property know as High
Barn. This option has been explored however the adjoining land owner has confirmed that
no public vehicle access along this route, it is privately owned and was therefore not a viable
option.
The site is outside of the defined settlement boundary; however Horsley is nearby. The
provision of secure cycle storage is conditioned and would facilitate occupiers being able to
commute sustainably. It is acknowledged that there would be a continued need to use
private motor vehicles, however in this instance, the degree of sustainability has to be
balanced against the essential proven need to be located at the site. Taking account of the
minimal increase in traffic movements, an exception can be justified in this instance.
RESIDENTIAL AMENITY
As discussed above, the nearest residential property is located approximately 180m to the
southwest, and would not be affected by loss of light or overbearing effect. Fenestration
facing this dwelling would also be limited, minimising any potential loss of privacy, although it
must be noted that the distance to the nearest property far exceeds the 25m window to
window distance outlined in the Council's Residential Design Guide. The balcony to the
northern elevation would also look out over the existing agricultural land and would not create
any overlooking. In this respect, residential amenity would be preserved in accordance with
Policy GE1 and emerging Policy ES3.
Comments have been received with respect to increased disturbance caused to neighbouring
residents due to the increased use of the site. These are acknowledged, however given the
extent to which the agricultural use of the site could already be intensified, the level of
general disturbance would be minimal. A full Construction Method Statement is also
conditioned to protect amenity.
OTHER ISSUES
A number of comments have been received in respect of the applicant's current employment
as a farm manager for the Ruskin Mill College and view this application as a further
expansion of that enterprise. Ruskin Mill College have commented on the application stating
that this application is nothing to do with either Ruskin Mill College or Ruskin Mill Trust and
that their offer of assistance to secure land is based solely on their support for the applicant's
business enterprise.
Concerns have also been raised with regard to the potential for this application to act as a
precedent for further applications in the future. However, it has to be noted that the Local
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Planning Authority cannot take precedent into account, as each particular application is
judged on its own individual merits.
The Parish Council also comment that the report concerning the viability of the scheme has
not been made available on the public register. This is acknowledged; however the report
contains sensitive information.
Comments have also been received with regard to the position of the newly secured land
being remote from the proposed holding. However, it is not unusual for farming enterprises
to farm land that is not immediately accessible from the main holding. In any case, the
additional 25 acres would not be a significant distance from the dwelling and represents a
suitable distance to still retain the viability of the farming enterprise.
REVIEW OF CONSULTATION RESPONSES
Parish Council
The Parish Council initially objected to the proposal, citing concerns regarding the scale and
size of the building and that it would not be in keeping with any other buildings in the vicinity.
They also highlighted that there has been no significant farming activity at this location in
recent years. They also raised concerns regarding highway safety.
Further comments have subsequently been submitted following the submission of additional
information, which raised issues regarding the positioning of the additional land away from
the proposed holding, the apparent lack of justification for the Seasonal Need document, the
absence of the commercial viability report on the Council's website and they also re-iterate
the importance of Paragraph 55 of the NPPF. These comments are acknowledged and are
addressed above.
Neighbours:
A number of objections have been received citing concerns regarding the impact on highway
safety, the restricted nature of the surrounding highway network, potential landscape impact,
the nature of the design, increased disturbance, the lack of public consultation, the precedent
that may be caused and the fact that the need to live on site is not essential.
A number of letters of comment have also been submitted, again commenting on the nature
of the proposed access, issues that may be caused during the construction process and the
potential impact on highway safety.
Letters of support have also been received, which comment that the existing road to the site
is an existing highway and can continue to be used, that the application represents a
responsible way of improving agriculture in the local area, that the enterprise would be an
asset to the local community and that the access would not be detrimental to highway safety.
These comments are acknowledged and are addressed in the report above.
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Consultees:
Gloucestershire County Highways raise no objections subject to the use of the dwelling being
tied to the agricultural operation of the site and suitable parking and turning being provided.
Suitable conditions are proposed to this effect.
The Cotswold Conservation Board do not wish to comment on the application and state that
their comment should be taken as either an objection or support.
The Council's agricultural advisor has submitted an amended appraisal, which concludes that
there is an essential proven need for the dwelling.
SI 2274 STATEMENT
While there was little pre-application discussion on this project, it was found to be self
contained. Officers negotiated with the applicant and agent to provide further information that
has enhanced the scheme overall.
CONCLUSION
In light of the above, it is considered that the proposal complies with the policies outlined
HUMAN RIGHTS
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring
or affected properties. In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted
any different action to that recommended.

Item No:

02
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Application No.
Site No.
Site Address

S.14/0659/FUL

Town/Parish

Brimscombe And Thrupp Parish Council

Grid Reference

387750,202323

Application
Type
Proposal

Full Planning Permission

Applicant’s
Details

Robert McGrath
Cornerways, Daisy Bank Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL53 9QQ

Agent’s Details

Mr L Britton
13 Sturminster Road, Penylan, Cardiff, CF23 5AQ,

Case Officer

Sarah Crawley

Application

17.03.2014

1 Southview, Cotswold Close, Brimscombe, Stroud

Proposed residential development (comprising extension/refurbishment
works to existing dwelling and the erection of two new detached dwelling
houses). (Resubmission of withdrawn application S.13/2586/FUL)
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Validated

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended
Decision
Subject to the
following
conditions:

Permission

1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason:
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all
respects in strict accordance with the approved plans listed below:
Site Location Plan of 17/03/2014
Proposed floor plan of 17/03/2014
Plan number = P04
Proposed floor plan of 17/03/2014
Plan number = P05
Roof plan of 17/03/2014
Plan number = P06
Proposed Elevations of 17/03/2014
Plan number = P07
Section of 17/03/2014
Plan number = P08
Section of 17/03/2014
Plan number = P09
Proposed Elevations of 17/03/2014
Plan number = P10
Reason:
To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with
the approved plans and in the interests of good planning.

3.

No construction site machinery or plant shall be operated, no
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process shall be carried out an no construction-related deliveries
taken at or dispatched from the site except between the hours
08:00 and 18:00 on Monday to Fridays, between 08:00 and 13:00
on Saturdays and not at any time on Sundays, Bank or Public
Holidays.
Reason:
To protect the amenity of the locality, especially for people living
and/or working nearby, in accordance with Stroud District Council
Local Plan Policy GE1.
4.

No window or door openings other than any shown on the
approved plans shall be formed in the dwellings hereby permitted,
unless otherwise approved by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason:
In the interests of the amenities of the occupiers of adjoining
residential property and to comply with Policy GE1 of the adopted
Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005.

5.

The dwellings hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until
the vehicle parking areas shown on the approved plans are made
available for use. This provision shall be maintained as such, free
of obstruction, thereafter.
Reason:
To ensure that sufficient parking and turning space is made
available in the interests of highway safety and to comply with
Policy GE5 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November
2005.

6.

All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of
landscaping shall be carried out in the first complete planting and
seeding seasons following the occupation of the buildings, or the
completion of the development to which it relates, whichever is the
sooner. Any trees or plants which, within a period of five years
from the completion of the development, die, are removed, or
become seriously damaged or diseased, shall be replaced in the
next planting season with others of similar size and species,
unless the Local Planning Authority approves any variation.
Reason:
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area and to comply
with Policy HN8 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan,
November 2005.

7.

All boundary treatments detailed within the approved plans shall
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be completed prior to the occupation of the dwellings hereby
approved unless the Local Planning Authority approves any
variation.
Reason:
In the interests of amenity and to comply with Policy GE1 of the
adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005.
8.

No development shall take place, including any works or
demolition, until a Construction Method Statement has been
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The
approved statement shall be adhered to throughout the
construction period and shall provide for:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

the phasing of the development;
the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
the loading and unloading of plant and materials;
the storage of plant and materials used in constructing the
development;
routing strategies for all deliveries to and removal of spoil
from the site;
wheel washing facilities;
measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during
construction;
procedures for notification of local residents as to when
access along the public highway is likely to be disrupted..

Reason:
In the interest of highway safety and neighbour amenity and to
comply with Policies GE1 and GE5 of the adopted Stroud District
Local Plan, November 2005.
Note:
The construction method statement should take account of the
various elements of the permitted scheme (creation of the access,
removal of soil from the site, re-grading the site, construction of
retaining structures, construction of the dwellings, etc) when
compiling the Construction Method Statement to ensure that
compliance with the condition can be achieved at all time.

9.

No development shall take place until samples of the materials to
be used in the construction of the external surfaces of the building
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works hereby permitted have been submitted to and approved by
the Local Planning Authority. Development shall then only be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason:
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area and to comply
with Policy HN8 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan,
November 2005.

Informatives:
1. The applicant should take all relevant precautions to minimise the
potential for disturbance to neighbouring residents in terms of noise,
dust, smoke/fumes and odour during the construction phrases of the
development. This should include not working outside regular day
time hours, the use of water suppression for any stone or brick
cutting, not burning materials on site and advising neighbours in
advance of any particularly noisy works. It should also be noted that
the burning of materials that gives rise to dark smoke or the burning
of trade waste associated with the development, are immediate
offences, actionable via the Local Authority and Environment Agency
respectively. Furthermore, the granting of this planning permission
does not indemnify against statutory nuisance action being taken
should substantiated smoke, fume, noise or dust complaints be
received. For further information please contact Mr Dave Jackson,
Acting Environmental Protection Manager on 01453 754489.
2. If a protected species (such as any great crested newt, bat, badger,
reptile, or any nesting bird) is discovered using a feature on site all
work at the locality should cease. A suitably qualified ecological
consultant or Natural England should be contacted and the situation
assessed before operations can proceed. This action is necessary to
ensure compliance with the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as
amended), the Conservation (Natural Habitats & c.) Regulations 1994
(as amended) and/or the Protection of Badgers Act 1992.
This information should be passed on to any contractors carrying out
the development.
3. In accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework
responsibility for securing a safe development rests with the
developer and/or landowner.

CONSULTEES
Comments
Received

Parish / Town
Development Coordination (E)
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Parish / Town
Not Yet
Received

Rozelle Jachowicz- 1 To 4 Dwellings(E)

CONTRIBUTORS
Letters of
Objection

Letters of
Support
Letters of
Comment

R Buck, 4 Valley Close, Brimscombe
Mr And Mrs I.Davies, Victoria Villa, Cotswold Close,,
Brimscombe,
Mr And Mrs T Holden, 3 Cotswold Cottages, Cotswold Close
T And S Chilman, 3 Bourneville Terrace, Cotswold Close,
A Spence, 2 Bourneville Terrace, Cotswold Close
A Burfoot, 1Bourneville Terrace Cotswold Close Brimscombe,

Brimscombe And Thrupp Parish Council, 11 Broadstone Close,
Barnwood

OFFICER’S REPORT
SITE
The site is between Cotswold Close on the upper northern boundary and Valley Close on the
lower southern boundary and includes one semi-detached dwelling that fronts onto Cotswold
Close. The site is within the settlement boundary. The land level falls steadily to the south.
The boundary to the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty lies to the north of the
extent of residential development, whilst to the far south and west is the Conservation Area.
PROPOSAL
The erection of one detached dwelling at the upper road level taking access from Cotswold
Close (dwelling one), another at the lower road level taking access from Valley Close
(dwelling two) with alterations to the existing dwelling (1 Southview) together with associated
parking alterations.
MATERIALS
Walls: Red clay facing brickwork with dressed stone lintels and window cills as detailed on
plans.
Roof: Cement fibre blue/black slates, plain clay roof tiles and proprietary flat roofing as
detailed on plans.
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
Application S.13/2586/FUL for a similar proposal was withdrawn to allow further information
to be prepared for a re-submission.
REVISED PLANS
Additional information was provided in respect of light impact assessments.
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CONSULTATION RESPONSES
The Parish Council objected commenting "The Parish Council has already notified the District
Council of its concerns regarding any additional traffic on the Toadsmoor / A419 Junction.
There appears to be insufficient parking with the proposed development. The proposed
development is overbearing and will impact severely on the neighbouring property causing a
loss of privacy. The above objections would appear to be contrary to policies HN16 and
GE1."
The Highway Authority did not consider it necessary for them to be consulted.
Environmental Health recommended a condition in relation to hours of construction if
permission is granted.
The Gloucestershire Centre for Environmental Records has noted the presence of UK
Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Species and other Nationally Important or Legally Protected
Species over 110m distant from the site. An informative alerting the developers of their
responsibilities is included in the recommendation.
Numerous objections were received from local residents. These include overdevelopment,
highway safety, access difficulties, parking concerns, pedestrian safety, loss of privacy,
disruption during construction, lack of need, overbearing effect, impact on light levels, loss of
open space, land stability, wildlife impact and landscape impact.
ARTICLE 31 STATEMENT – REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
For the purposes of Article 31 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure) (England) Order 2010, the following reasons for the Council's decision are
summarised below together with a summary of the Policies and Proposals contained within
the Development Plan which are relevant to this decision:
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
In considering this application national guidance including the National Planning Policy
Framework and the provisions of the relevant Policies of the adopted Stroud District Local
Plan, November 2005 and Stroud District Local Plan, submission draft (Dec 2013) as detailed
below, have been considered.
AMENITY
Policy GE1 seeks to ensure there is no unacceptable impact on the living conditions of
neighbouring residents due to general disturbance, loss of light, loss of privacy or
overbearing effect.

Emerging Policy ES3 precludes development that would lead to an unacceptable level of:
noise, general disturbance, loss of privacy or overbearing effect; environmental pollution;
noise sensitive development in unacceptable locations; increased risk of flooding, detrimental
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impact upon highway safety or adverse effect on contaminated land where a risk to health or
environment.
The existing dwelling would have some existing lean-to elements on the western elevation
remodelled or removed along with a section of boundary wall alongside the highway. This
would allow for the creation of two replacement vehicular parking spaces together with
associated landscaping to serve the property.
Dwelling one
This is on falling land below highway level, in common with the neighbouring dwellings, whilst
the ridge line would be below that of those neighbouring properties. The split-level dwelling
would be single storey to the northern element where it borders the highway. Only one upper
floor window is proposed (to serve an en-suite bathroom) on the northern elevation facing the
highway with no windows proposed on the western elevation.
The row of dwellings opposite the site to the north occupies an elevated position above the
highway. The neighbouring dwelling to the west behind its own parking area and has only
ground floor windows on the facing elevation. Due to the design of the proposed dwelling, the
differing land levels and the fenestration arrangements, there would be no unacceptable
overbearing effect, impact upon light levels or loss of privacy for the neighbouring dwellings
to the west or north.
The dwellings to the south are approximately 22m distant at first floor level and 18m away at
ground floor level where there is a conservatory. A 1.8m boundary fence is proposed along
the southern boundary of the plot to accommodate dwelling one. As a result of the falling land
levels there is already a high degree of mutual overlooking. Due to the intervening distances,
the proposed boundary fencing and the existing mutual overlooking, the potential impact
upon privacy is not considered unacceptable. The dwelling would be set into the existing
rising ground and viewed against existing built form and so would not appear unduly
overbearing for properties below. Due to the height and orientation of the property there
would be no unacceptable impact upon light levels for the occupiers of neighbouring
dwellings.
Dwelling two
This would be situated to the east of 4 Valley Close and would occupy a comparable position
within the plot to that property. To the immediate east of the plot is a detached garage. On
the opposite southern side of the highway, the dwellings are slightly lower, with the property
most immediately opposite having only rooflights and obscure glazed lower floor window and
door on its facing elevation. Number 4 Valley Close has three ground floor windows and a
door at ground floor level together with three first floor windows of which two are obscurely
glazed. A daylight impact assessment has been submitted. This illustrates that there would
be an impact but not significant enough to warrant refusal. The only windows on the side
elevations are a bathroom on the western elevation and a landing on the eastern elevation.
On the southern front elevation and the northern rear elevation given the differing land levels,
the distance between dwellings and the fenestration of the nearest dwelling to the south,
there would not significantly increased mutual overlooking. Whilst the dwellings to the south
are at a lower level, due to the intervening road and the fenestration arrangements of the
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nearest dwelling to the south, there would be no unacceptable overbearing effect upon those
dwellings. The dwellings to the north are significantly higher and so would not experience any
overbearing effect. The neighbouring dwelling to the west has windows on the facing
elevation as previously described. The proposed dwelling would have an impact upon those
windows. However, this should be balanced against the impact of outbuildings or fencing that
could be erected as permitted development and the height and roof orientation and pitch of
the proposed dwelling. As a result of these considerations the potential overbearing effect is
not considered unacceptable.
There would be noise and disturbance during construction of the development but this would
be temporary and so would not warrant refusal of the application.
HIGHWAY SAFETY
Policy GE5 prevents development that would be detrimental to highway safety or any user of
the highway or public right of way. Emerging Policy ES3 precludes development that would
lead to an unacceptable detrimental impact upon highway safety.
Policy TR1 details the criteria that must be met in respect of minimising the need to travel
such as locating complimentary uses close together, focussing development in urban areas,
principal settlements and in locations highly accessible by public transport.
The site is within walking distance of bus routes. The local highway network is typified by
narrow roads with limited passing places. Two vehicular parking spaces are proposed for
each of the proposed dwellings with two replacement spaces provided alongside the existing
dwelling. The restrictive nature of the local highway network is to some extent self limiting for
vehicular speeds. The visibility for vehicles using the proposed access in Cotswold Close
would be comparable to existing access and parking arrangements in the vicinity of the site.
This would require vehicles to either reverse into or out of the site. Given the nature of the
road, the pattern of existing vehicular manoeuvres and movements and the ability for
vehicular accesses to be created as permitted development the potential impact of the
proposed vehicular parking is not considered unacceptable. The vehicular parking space
proposed to serve dwelling two in Valley Close would be comparable to the existing parking
to serve the plot.
The proposed development would result in an increased use of the junction of Churchill Road
with the main A419 London road to the south-west of the site. However, the junction already
serves a substantial number of properties. The potential increase in vehicular traffic that
would be generated by the development of two additional dwellings is not considered so
severe as to warrant refusal of the application.
DESIGN AND IMPACT
Policy HN16 establishes that the design, size, materials, scale and character of alterations
and extensions must be appropriate for the site and the wider setting with adequate parking
and amenity provision. Policy HN8 details the criteria such as scale, layout, design, density,
amenity provision and mix of development for development within settlement boundaries. It
also seeks to protect important open spaces, natural or built features and areas between the
settlement boundary and open countryside. Policy NE8 seeks to ensure that development
within or affecting the setting of the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is
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permitted only where the nature, scale, siting, design and materials etc. are acceptable and
sympathetic to the landscape.
Emerging Policy HC8 permits extension of residential properties subject to appropriate
height, scale, form and design which is in keeping with the existing dwelling and the wider
setting. Sufficient appropriate space must be retained for vehicular parking and the
opportunity to enhance the energy efficiency of the property should be exercised. Policy HC1
permits development within settlement limits subject to suitable scale, density and layout that
is compatible with the character and appearance of the area. Development should not intrude
into open countryside or cause loss of or damage to open space or to wildlife habitat. Natural
or built features capable of retention should be incorporated and appropriate levels of
amenity space and vehicular provision should be included. Policy ES7 states that within the
Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or on land affecting its setting priority will be
given to the conservation and enhancement of the natural and scenic beauty of the
landscape whilst taking account of the biodiversity interest and the historic and cultural
heritage.
The site lies within the settlement boundary where residential development will generally take
place. The alterations to the existing property are modest in scale and would appear in
keeping with the existing dwelling and wider setting. The design, materials and detailing of
the proposed dwellings reflect the style and character of the traditional housing in the locality.
The size and scale of the proposed dwellings are proportionate with the plot sizes and are
comparable with neighbouring plots. There would be adequate parking and amenity provision
to serve both the retained and proposed dwellings. Whilst the site lies below the boundary to
the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty it is situated well within an established
residential area. The proposed development would integrate into this setting and would have
no significant impact upon the wider setting of the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty.
RECOMMENDATION
The application is considered to comply with the relevant policies and is therefore
recommended for permission.
SI 2274 STATEMENT
The application was subject to ongoing consultation and negotiation with the agent and
interested parties.
HUMAN RIGHTS
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring
or affected properties. In particular, regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised
by the application no particular matters, other to those referred to in this report, warranted
any different action to that recommended.
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Item No:

03

Application No.
Site No.
Site Address

S.14/0276/COU
PP-03161351
The Pallisades, Wick Lane, Stinchcombe, Dursley

Town/Parish

Stinchcombe Parish Council

Grid Reference

372782,198312

Application
Type
Proposal

Change of Use

Applicant’s
Details

Mr & Mrs T & C Scannell
Severn View, Gloucester Road, Thornbury, Bristol, BS35 3TU

Change of use and conversion of Livery Stables to residential dwelling.
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Agent’s Details

Thomas Price
Bisley House, Green Farm Business Park, Bristol Road, Gloucester,
GL2 4LY

Case Officer

Ricardo Rios

Application
Validated

07.03.2014

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended
Decision

Subject to the
following
conditions:

Permission

1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason:
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all
respects in strict accordance with the approved plans and
documents listed below:
Site Plan Proposed of 31/01/2014
Plan number = P01
Proposed floor plan of 31/01/2014
Plan number = P02
Section of 31/01/2014
Plan number = P03
Proposed Elevations of 31/01/2014
Plan number = P04
Bat Survey of 31/01/2014
Design & Access Statement of 31/01/2014
Report of 31/01/2014
Plan number = MARKETING REPORT
Planning Statement of 31/01/2014
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Reason:
To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with
the approved plans and in the interests of good planning.
3.

The development hereby permitted shall be implemented in
accordance with the Bat Survey submitted on the 31/01/2014 with
particular reference to the need to fully accord with all the
recommendations and evaluations made within the report.
Reason:
In the interests of nature conservation and to comply with Policy
NE4 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005.

4.

No window or door openings other than any shown on the
approved plans shall be formed in the residential development
hereby permitted, unless otherwise approved by the Local
Planning Authority.
Reason:
In the interests of protecting the character appearance of the
development and to comply with Policy BE12 of the adopted
Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005.

5.

The stable buildings retained for equestrian use shall only be used
for domestic purposes incidental to the enjoyment of a dwelling as
such, and not for any industrial, commercial or business use.
Reason:
In the interests of the amenities of occupiers of nearby residential
property and to comply with Policy GE1 of the adopted Stroud
District Local Plan, November 2005.

6.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any order
revoking and re-enacting that order with or without modification),
no development permitted under Article 3, and described within
Classes A, B, C, D or E of Part 1 of Schedule 2 (includes
extensions, roof alterations, porches or outbuildings), shall take
place.
Reason:
In the interests of the amenities of the area and the appearance of
the development and to comply with Policies GE1, NE8 and BE12
of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005.
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7.

No construction site machinery or plant shall be operated, no
process shall be carried out and no construction-related deliveries
taken at or dispatched from the site except between the hours
08:00 and 18:00 on Mondays to Fridays, between 08:00 and 13:00
on Saturdays and not at any time on Sundays, Bank or Public
Holidays.
Reason:
To protect the amenity of the locality, especially for people living
and/or working nearby, in accordance with Stroud District Council
Local Plan Policy GE1 and in accordance with the provisions of
National Planning Policy Guidance.

CONSULTEES
Comments
Received
Not Yet
Received

Parish / Town
Cotswolds Conservation Board (E)
CONTRIBUTORS

Letters of
Objection

LR.Holloway, Orchard Byre, Echo Lane,
Mrs Holloway, Orchard Byre Stinchcombe,
Mr And Mrs Sach, White House Farm, Wick Lane
C Thomas, The Stables Wick Lane Stinchcombe, GL11 6BD

Letters of
Support
Letters of
Comment

OFFICER’S REPORT
SITE
The site is within the AONB and in close proximity to three other residential properties. The
application site is an equestrian enterprise, located in Wick Road at Stinchcombe. Access is
from the southern end of the site and is shared with a contractor's yard.
The buildings to be converted are to the south of site and arranged in two blocks; one being
single storey in height and backing onto the lane; the other having rooms above and backing
onto grazing land.
All the stable buildings are stone and or render with a clay pantile roof and timber doors.
PROPOSAL
The application seeks permission for a change of use to convert the livery stables into a
single residential dwelling with an attached annexe. The remaining unconverted buildings are
proposed to remain in equestrian use but at a private rather than commercial scale.
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REVISED DETAILS
None
MATERIALS
Roof: As existing (Clay pantile)
Walls: As existing (stone and render)
Fenestration: Hardwood joinery
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
There have been about 20 separate applications made between 1986 and 2005. These
sought to establish an equestrian business on the site and include a number of attempts for a
dwelling.
The attempts to establish a residential presence on site up until 2005 relied upon a
justification that such presence was essential to support the business. The soundness of this
argument has been thoroughly tested through the application process and subsequent
appeal dismissals.
In June 2013 S.13/1202/COU sought permission for a change of use and conversion of livery
stables to a single residential dwelling with an attached annex but was withdrawn.
CONSULTATION RESPONSES
Full details of all statutory consultations and public representations are available to view on
the electronic planning file. A summary of the consultation responses and public
representations also appears below.
The Parish Council has objected to the scheme on the following grounds:
1. Lack of compliance with Stinchcombe Parish Plan.
2. The site is located in an unsustainable location.
3. The site is within the AONB and its residential use is only possible if it is associated with
agriculture or forestry.
4. Planning applications for residential use of this site have been refused on appeal in recent
years.
5. Insufficient information concerning the amount of imported material and associated lorry
movements has been provided.
6. Previous vehicle movements to this site in 2005 / 2006 caused considerable damage to
Wick Lane and this damage has never been repaired.
5 Neighbouring residents objected to the scheme on the following grounds:
o
Need for the development has not been demonstrated.
o
Unsustainable location.
o
Any further landscaping would be detrimental to Cotswold AONB.
o
Harm to the setting of adjacent listed buildings.
o
Highway safety.
o
Loss of employment opportunities.
o
Equestrian use could be made viable.
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ARTICLE 31 STATEMENT – REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
REASONS FOR DECISION - ARTICLE 31
For the purposes of Article 31 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure) (England) Order 2010, the following reasons for the Council's decision are
summarised below together with a summary of the Policies and Proposals contained within
the Development Plan which are relevant to this decision:
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS - NATIONAL AND LOCAL PLANNING POLICIES
In considering this application, the provisions of Policies BE16, BE17, BE12, HN17, NE8,
NE4, GE1, GE5, RL7 and TR1 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005
and policies CP1, CP15, ES3, ES7, ES9, ES10, CP13, HC7 and EL12 of the Stroud District
Local Plan: Submission Draft December 2013 have been taken into consideration. The
principles contained within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are also relevant
in this instance. These aim to retain the character and amenity of the site and that of
neighbouring properties while preserving the character and appearance of the listed building
and Cotswold Area of Outstanding Beauty, and maintaining highway safety.
PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT
Conversion of stables into a single dwelling
Policy BE16 addresses the principle of the reuse of rural buildings for commercial, industrial
or recreational uses and sets out the criteria for consideration. Where a residential use is
proposed, the additional requirements of Policy BE17 must also be met.
Policy BE16 requires the building to be of substantial, sound and permanent construction.
The application has not been accompanied by a structural appraisal. However, the building
appears in good order and generally capable of conversion.
Minor alterations are proposed, mainly the addition of doors and windows into existing
elevations. The design would reflect the local vernacular whilst retaining the simple
agricultural appearance of the building. The main form of the building would also be kept,
minimising the degree of alteration required.
The traffic generated by the proposed residential use of the site will be less than that from the
existing livery use.
Vehicular access will remain unaltered; adequate parking and amenity space can be
provided on site without significantly impacting on the character of the area.
Additionally Policy BE17 requires the proposal to demonstrate that a reasonable attempt has
been made to secure an employment or community re-use for the building.
The application details indicate that a suitable marketing exercise has been undertaken, with
no interest shown. The nature of the buildings and the location of the site along with ongoing
market conditions make it extremely unlikely that a suitable business use could be found. As
such, all the criteria of both policies BE16 and BE17 are satisfied.
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Core Policy CP15 requires development involving the conversion of buildings to be contained
within appropriately located buildings which are capable and worthy of conversion.
The building is considered to be capable of conversion. It has a functional and simple design
which is in keeping with the rural character of the area.
Annex
The proposed annexe will be attached to the main dwelling and readily convertible into
accommodation for use as an extension to the main house. As such, the requirements of
policy HN17 and HC7 would be satisfied.
Retention of equestrian facilities for private use
The unconverted buildings would be for private equestrian use at a reduced scale and
intensity, which should benefit neighbouring amenity and highway safety. A condition is
proposed restricting commercial use.
DESIGN AND CONSERVATION IMPACT
The proposed conversion will not require significant alterations to the buildings and the plans
indicate sympathetic fenestration with fewer larger openings. The plans are sensitive to the
building’s character.
The proposed annexe will be attached to the main building and linked internally. This would
make it capable of adaptation and use in connection with the main house should its use as
an annexe cease in the future. In this respect, Policy HN17 is satisfied.
LANDSCAPE IMPACT
The site is within the AONB, but the buildings already exist and the proposals would not
result in significant alterations on site.
Similarly there is access and hardstanding and therefore the impact of the development will
be further minimised.
The extent of the proposed domestic curtilage is shown on the proposed plans, without any
significant incursion into surrounding agricultural land. To further protect against any future
additions, a condition is proposed removing Permitted Development Rights, Classes A
through to E. Subject to compliance with this condition Policy NE8 would be satisfied.
HIGHWAY IMPLICATIONS
The site is served by an existing access which has been utilised for a number of years by the
equestrian activity. It is outside a defined settlement boundary and relatively remote from
facilities which could generate additional vehicular movements. However it is considered that
the use of the building as a residential dwelling would not considerably increase the number
of vehicle movements that could currently be produced through the equestrian operation of
the site. As such Policy TR1 and the sustainability principles promoted by the NPPF are met.
Sufficient visibility could be achieved and coupled with the lightly trafficked nature of the
highway serving the site and the low speed restrictions in place; it is considered that highway
safety would be preserved in accordance with Policy GE5, ES3, CP13 and EL12.
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ECOLOGY
Given the nature of the buildings, a bat survey has been submitted with the application. No
signs of bat activity were found in any of the buildings, and the potential for roosting and/or
hibernation to occur was considered to be very low based on the lack of suitable crevices or
cavities to hide bats.
The presence of disused swallow nests was noted. As the conversion activities proposed will
result in the loss of these nesting sites it is proposed that the buildings that will remain
unconverted be left open to allow swallows to build new nests should they return to the site.
A condition is proposed to ensure that suitable mitigation measures are put in place in
accordance with the full report prepared by Cotswold Wildlife. Subject to compliance with
this condition, the proposal would satisfy Policy NE4.
NEIGHBOUR AMENITY
The building is located adjacent to other residential properties; however it is noted that a
suitable distance would be maintained. This coupled with the scale and nature of the
proposal would indicate that no overbearing effect, loss of light or loss of privacy would result.
The small scale nature of the development also suggests a limited potential for additional
noise disturbance to be caused, particularly considering the scope of possible equestrian
uses that could currently occur. In this respect, it is argued that neighbour amenity would be
preserved in accordance with Policy GE1 and ES3.
CONCLUSION
In light of the above, it is considered that the proposal complies with the Policies outlined.
SI 2274 STATEMENT
Whilst there was no pre-application discussion on this project, it was found to be self
contained and required no further dialogue with the applicant or agent.
HUMAN RIGHTS
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring
or affected properties. In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted
any different action to that recommended.
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Item No:

04

Application No.
Site No.
Site Address

S.14/0560/COU
PP-03231968
Coronation Hut, 16 Dr Browns Road, Minchinhampton, Stroud

Town/Parish

Minchinhampton Parish Council

Grid Reference

386844,200986

Application
Type
Proposal

Change of Use

Applicant’s
Details

1st Minchinhampton Scout Group
C/O Agent, AC Planning Solutions Ltd, 12 Marling Crescent, Stroud,
Gloucestershire
GL5 4LB

Agent’s Details

AC Planning Solutions Ltd
12 Marling Crescent, Stroud, Gloucestershire, GL5 4LB,

Change of use from assembly and leisure (Use Class D2) to a mixed use
consisting of a nursery (Use Class D1) and assembly and leisure (Use
Class D2).
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Case Officer

John Chaplin

Application
Validated

05.03.2014

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended
Decision
Subject to the
following
conditions:

Permission

1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason:
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all
respects in strict accordance with the approved plans listed below:
Site Location Plan of 05/03/2014
Reason:
To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with
the approved plans and in the interests of good planning.

CONSULTEES
Comments
Received

Parish / Town
Development Coordination (E)

Not Yet
Received

CONTRIBUTORS
Letters of
Objection

P Gale, Watledge Bank House, Watledge Bank
R Peters, 5 Highcroft, Minchinhampton
Minchinhampton W.I, Mullion, Butt Street
I Hartley, 19, Dr. Browns Road,, Minchinhampton,
M Hewson, 5 Helena Court, Hampton Street
Mrs J Calder, 1 Highcroft, Minchinhampton
Mrs E Bradley, Pine Court, Bussage Hill
Miss B Foxton, 10 Sheppard Way, Minchinhampton
C Buder, 109A Glebe Road, Minchinhampton
J Blandford, Millerton, Downfield
T and A Lodge, 17 Dr Browns Rd,, Minchinhampton,
Dr Lister, 7 Highcroft, Minchinhampton
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Mr N And Mrs JR Rutherford, 6 Highcroft, Minchinhampton
Letters of
Support
Letters of
Comment

J Little And A Lane, 5 Cambridge Way, Minchinhampton
Mr And Mrs S Cole, 2 Highcroft, Minchinhampton
G And M Ballinger, 4 Highcroft, Minchinhampton
A Speaks, 3 Cambridge Way, Minchinhampton
Mr N & Mrs J R Rutherford

OFFICER’S REPORT
SITE
The subject of this application is the existing Coronation Hut. This is single storey with a
shallow pitched roof and is currently used by the Scout group (the applicants) and other
community groups like WI and keep fit classes. The building is set back from the road behind
a dry stone wall with an area of parking and a raised paved area. There is a narrow grassed
area to the side and a triangular area to the rear. The site is located within the settlement
boundary, surrounded by residential properties, with two storey houses to the North and East
and bungalows to the South and West. The site is also within the Cotswolds Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.
PROPOSAL
Change of use from assembly and leisure (Use Class D2) to a mixed use consisting of a
nursery (Use Class D1) and assembly and leisure (Use Class D2).
The Scout Hut would be used as a nursery in the day, but continue with the existing evening
and weekend uses.
REVISED DETAILS
None
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
S.1788 Proposed new scout hut Approved in July 1953.
S.1788/A Lean to store shed Approved in March 1964.
S.1788/B Extension to provide canoe storey and additional toilet facilities Approved in
January 1986.
S.1788/C Erection of an extension to provide canoe store and erection of a replacement roof
Approved in May 1994.
CONSULTATION RESPONSES
Full details of all statutory consultations and public representations are available to view on
the electronic planning file. A summary of the consultation responses and public
representations also appears below.
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Minchinhampton Parish Council: Support - Aware of concerns regarding noise nuisance and
increased traffic. Noted the long history of use as nursery and by the community before
neighbour's houses were built. Restrictions on use of outside space would be problematic.
GCC Highways: No Highway Objection
Environmental Health: Concerned regarding the noise
Local Residents: A number of representations, approximately 17 Objections and Comments
have been received. The full content of which is available to view on the electronic planning
file.
The main comments and concerns relate to (please note this list is not exhaustive):
Concern over impact on residential amenities - noise and disturbance particularly
related to the intensification of the use, after school club, the number of children and
the use of the limited outside space. Loss of privacy.
Greater impact as local community make up of older people who are at home during
the day.
Highways safety - Current highway and parking problems. Increased in traffic, onstreet parking, danger to pedestrian and highway safety. Block accesses and junction.
Loss of community facility - Important local venue and loss of community asset for
leisure and assembly. Impact on scouting activities. Restrictive Covenants.
A commercial enterprise would change the character of the area.
Nursery already been advertised and difference to application.
ARTICLE 31 STATEMENT – REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
REASONS FOR DECISION - ARTICLE 31
For the purposes of Article 31 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure) (England) Order 2010, the following reasons for the Council's decision are
summarised below together with a summary of the Policies and Proposals contained within
the Development Plan which are relevant to this decision:
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS - NATIONAL AND LOCAL PLANNING POLICIES
Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in
accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
The adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 is the development plan for Stroud
District. Due weight should be given to policies in this plan according to the degree of
consistency with the National Planning Policy Framework. An emerging draft Stroud District
Local Plan was approved by the Council on 25 July 2013 for publication and has been
submitted to the Secretary of State. The Stroud District Local Plan Submission Draft 2013 is
therefore also a material consideration in planning decisions.
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Policy SH15 of the Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 and Delivery Policy EI6 of the
Stroud District Local Plan Submission Draft 2013 seek to protect community facilities. These
require the proposal to demonstrate that the loss of the community facility/building would not
have a significant impact on the wider community, that there is no prospect of a continued
community use, that there are adequate alternative facilities in the locality and/or that the
current use is no longer viable. This is supported by chapter 3 of the NPPF.
Policy GE1 and Submission Draft Policy ES3 prevent an unacceptable level of noise, general
disturbance, smell, fumes, loss of daylight or sunlight, loss of privacy or an overbearing
effect. Policy GE5 maintains highway safety including public rights of way.
Paragraphs 28, 109-125 of the NPPF apply to development in rural areas. These highlight
the need to protect landscape character like the AONB, maintain rural housing and
communities and minimise impacts on biodiversity. This is supported by Local Plan Policy
NE8 and Delivery Policy ES7, which place priority on the protection of the AONB, whilst
Policy NE10 conserves the distinct landscape types in the District.
PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT
The proposal would allow the continued use of the building for the scouts and other groups in
the evenings and weekends whilst allowing a children's nursery use during week days. As the
Scout group are the applicants it is considered that they accept any impact on the scouting
activities. The nursery use would generate income for the Scouts to be put towards the upkeep of the building and their scouting activities which has a wider community benefit. Whilst
it is regrettable that the proposal may displace some daytime clubs and activities from the
building such as WI and keep fit classes, with the short distance to the town centre, other
local venues could be found. Also a nursery use, whilst privately run, still provides an
important service and community use. Due to the above, it is considered that the proposal
would not result in the loss of a community facility.
RESIDENTIAL AMENITY
Concerns have been made about noise and disturbance, particularly from the increased
number of children and use of the outside area to the rear of the building.
Permission was granted for the erection of the Scout Hut in 1953. This is unrestricted and the
scouts can currently use the site with no restriction on numbers, hours, or use of outside
space. As a scout hut is within Use Class D2 (Assembly and Leisure) they could also change
the use to any other D2 use including cinema, concert or dance hall without needing
permission.
Whilst the comments and concerns of the neighbours regarding the intensification of the use
of the site are appreciated, this would not be significantly different to what could occur with
the existing unrestricted use. It is therefore difficult to justify a refusal or any restrictive
conditions with the current unrestricted D2 use of the site.
Consideration has been given to various controls on the nursery use to help mitigate any
noise issues particularly from the use of the outside space. However, any restrictions on the
number of children or hours would not be overly practical and are not considered reasonable
given that any number of Scouts could currently use this space at any time.
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Whilst it cannot be justified as part of this application, the agent has offered a fence on parts
of the boundary to help mitigate the use of the outside space. This is likely to be permitted
development so is unlikely to need consent in its own right but would provide some additional
screening for the outside area.
DESIGN/APPEARANCE/IMPACT ON THE AREA
No physical alterations are proposed to the building. Therefore there is no adverse affect on
the external appearance, or the character of the surrounding landscape, or this built-up part
of the AONB.
HIGHWAY SAFETY
There are concerns about the potential for increase traffic and parking problems.GCC
Highways have confirmed that the site is located along a Class 4 highway and is subject to a
speed limit of 30mph. The area is residential in its nature and Dr Browns Road allows for two
way traffic and also has footways and street lighting. There is no record of personal injury
collisions within the vicinity of the site to suggest that this stretch of Dr Browns Road is
unsafe. GCC Highways consider the access serving the site is acceptable with adequate
visibility in either direction. The site frontage allows for the parking and manoeuvring of 6
vehicles.
The Highways Officer notes the characteristics of the site, the existing uses, and the short
term parking problems but considers there is no evidence to suggest that this is unsafe but
may cause an occasional inconvenience. On street parking is not considered to be a danger
to highway safety and may even reduce vehicle speeds. Some delays may have occurred to
existing residents accessing their properties, but as this is a Class 4 highway the free flow of
traffic is not a primary consideration.
The GCC Highways Officers are satisfied that the proposed development provides safe and
suitable access and that the cumulative residual impact of the development is not severe to
justify a refusal on highway safety grounds.
SI 2274 STATEMENT
Little if any pre-application discussions took place on this project, however, the case officer
was in contact with the agent and the community, acting in a positive and proactive manner.
The scheme was found to be self contained and is considered permissible.
HUMAN RIGHTS
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring
or affected properties. In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted
any different action to that recommended.
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Item No:

05

Application No.
Site No.
Site Address

S.14/0428/HHOLD

Town/Parish

Rodborough Parish Council

Grid Reference

384657,204514

Application
Type
Proposal

Householder Application

Applicant’s
Details

Mr Adam Lewis
Lower Cheyne, Queens Road, Stroud, Gloucestershire, GL5 3SN

Agent’s Details

None

Case Officer

Humphrey Mpezeni

Lower Cheyne, Queens Road, Stroud, Gloucestershire

Removal of existing roof and the provision of a new floor, including new
ground floor decking, first floor balcony, rain water harvesting and photo
voltaic panel.
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Application
Validated

18.02.2014

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended
Decision
Subject to the
following
conditions:

Permission

1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason:
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2.

No development shall take place until samples of the materials to
be used in the construction of the external surfaces of the building
works hereby permitted have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Development shall then
only be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason:
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area and to accord
with Local Planning Policy HN16, BE12 and National Policies
NPPF(7) and NPPF(12).

3.

Prior to first beneficial use of the extension hereby permitted the
two roof lights in the bedroom facing Cheyne House shall be
obscurely glazed and fixed shut, and maintained as such
thereafter.
Reason:
In the interest of residential amenities of adjoining occupiers and to
accord with adopted Local Plan Policy GE1 and emerging Local
Plan Policy ES3.

4.

Prior to commencement of any works herby permitted, the
applicant shall submitted details of means of enclosure which shall
be approved in writing and shall be implemented in all respects in
accordance with the approved detail and maintained as such
therefore.
Reason:
In the interest of visual amenities and to accord with Local Plan
Policy HN16, BE5 an National Policy NPPF(7).
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5.

No construction site machinery or plant shall be operated, no
process shall be carried out and no demolition or constructionrelated deliveries taken at or dispatched from the site except
between the hours 08:00 and 18:00 on Mondays to Fridays,
between 08:00 and 13:00 on Saturdays and not at any time on
Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays.
Reason:
To protect the amenity of the locality, especially for people living
and/or working nearby, in accordance with Stroud District Council
Local Plan Policy GE1 and in accordance with the provisions of
Circular 11/95.

6.

Development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects
in strict accordance with the approved plans listed below:
Site Plan Proposed of 18/02/2014
Plan number = 1.7
Proposed floor plan of 18/02/2014
Plan number = 3.7
Proposed floor plan of 18/02/2014
Plan number = 4.7
Site Location Plan of 18/02/2014
Proposed Elevations of 11/04/2014
Plan number = B7.7
Section of 11/04/2014
Plan number = B5.7
Proposed Elevations of 11/04/2014
Plan number = B6.7
Reason:
To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with
the approved plans and in the interests of good planning.

Informatives:
1.

Noise and dust control informative:
The applicant should take all relevant precautions to minimise the
potential for disturbance to neighbouring residents in terms of
noise and dust during the construction phases of the development.
This should include not working outside regular day time hours, the
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use of water suppression for any stone or brick cutting and
advising neighbours in advance of any particularly noisy works.
The granting of this planning permission does not indemnify
against statutory nuisance action being taken should substantiated
noise or dust complaints be received. For further information
please contact Mr.Dave Jackson, Acting Environmental Protection
Manager on 01453 754489.

CONSULTEES
Comments
Received

English Heritage (E)
Rodborough Parish Council

Not Yet
Received

CONTRIBUTORS
Letters of
Objection

Letters of
Support

Letters of
Comment

G Walker, The Kestrels, Rodborough Common
J Mclaughlin, Hollington, Rodborough Hill
J Lowe, Rodborough House, Butterrow West
Elizabeth Eales, Cheyne Cottage, Butterrow West
S Oliver, Spillmans Rd, Rodborough
A Brook, Cotswold Lodge, Butterrow West
Dr & Mrs Esmail & Tasnim, Tara, Coronation Road
J Boyd, Butts Cottage, Butterrow West
S Englefield, Cheyne House , Butterrow West
T Brook, Cotswold Lodge, Butterrow West
Mr And Mrs Silvey, Frogmore House, Coronation Road
S&F Englefield, Cheyne House, Butterrow West
N And K Silvey, Frogmore House, Coronation Road
S And F Englefield, Cheyne House, Butterrow West
A Brook And R Wilson, Cotswold Lodge, Butterrow West

A. Young, 9 Field Road, Rodborough, Stroud.
A.S.R.Walker, Bramble Cottage, Rodborough Hill
N Vallotton, 2 Field Rd, Rodborough

R Wilson, Cotswold Lodge, Butterrow West
S Robert George Englefield, Cheyne House, Butterrow West
Mr J Lowe, Rodborough House, Butterow West
Mr And Mrs N Silvey, Frogmore House, Coronation Road

OFFICER’S REPORT
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SITE
The application site is a detached bungalow finished in Bradstone and a tiled roof with a
detached garage of similar finish. The host property is elevated and very apparent on the
street scene. The land in the general area falls quickly from south to north and all the
properties surrounding the host property are two storeys or more and elevated significantly
above the bungalow.
PROPOSAL
The application seeks permission to raise the roof of the bungalow to create a lounge, 2
bedrooms and bathroom in the roof and some internal rearrangements of space on the
ground floor.
Revised Details
Revised plans have been received which reduced the height of the building by more than a
metre, reducing the pitch of the roofand , omitting all but one window facing the adjacent
Cotswold Lodge and reducing the depth of decking facing north to 4 feet.
Further revisions have been made by reducing the size of the remaining window facing
Cotswold Lodge to a high level but wider window. The applicant also agrees to the roof lights
facing Cheyne House being obscurely glazed.
MATERIALS
Roof: Slate tiles
Walls: Render on ground floor and cedar cladding on the first floor.
Fenestration: All timber (including all existing windows to be replaced with timber)
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
None relevant
CONSULTATION RESPONSES
Parish Council:
The Council’s response to the initial and subsequent consultation was that it did not have any
reason to support or object to the application.
Public
Numerous Reponses have been received in relation to this application, both in favour and
against.. Some have supported on grounds that it is ecologically and environmentally
impressive as it transforms a mundane building into an energy efficient family home without
affecting the street scene and that the development would create a dwelling that is in keeping
with the scale and character of the neighbouring properties, appropriate size for the plot of
land.
The objectors have raised a number of issues ranging from loss of privacy especially for
Cotswold Lodge, Cheyne House and Frogmoor House, overbearing effect, inappropriate
materials and the character of the adjacent properties, incorrect plans and lack of
measurements, that is it is contrary to Stroud District Council’s Residential Guide, the flue is
too close to the boundary with Cotswold Lodge, the it would be out of keeping the design and
character of the area, would affect the visual amenities of the area, the design and access
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statement has been submitted, the plans and computer generated images are not
representative since they are just simulations.
ARTICLE 31 STATEMENT – REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
For the purposes of Article 31 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure) (England) Order 2010, the following reasons for the Council's decision are
summarised below together with a summary of the Policies and Proposals contained within
the Development Plan which are relevant to this decision:
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Policy advice for this application is contained within Local Plan policy GE1, HN16, BE12, and
NPPF(7) and NPPF(12) which provide the following guidance:
Policy GE1 prevents an unacceptable level of noise, general disturbance, smell, fumes, loss
of daylight or sunlight, loss of privacy or an overbearing effect;
Policy HN16 of the Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 specifically provides guidance
on extensions and outbuildings. This requires consideration of the plot size, height, size and
design of the extension as well as the possible impact on car parking provision;
BE12 which seeks to preserve the setting of the listed building;
NPPF(7) stresses the importance of quality design, and;
NPPF(12) which seeks to conserve and enhance the historic environment.
These policies seek to manage householder development whilst protecting residential and
visual amenities as well as parking provision and the significance of heritage assets.
Design, Appearance and Impact on the Area
The application proposes raising the roof to provide a first floor extension above the existing
footprint. The scheme would increase in the bulk of the existing property, almost doubling
the volume. Residents of the area have objected to this increase as being out of character.
However, the host property is surrounded by two or three storey dwellings which are also
elevated and thus overly accentuating their prominence. Therefore adding a first floor to the
existing bungalow would not result in a dominate building. The extension would result in the
first floor of the host property being at the same level as the ground floor of the adjacent
Cheyne house. The development would also be more apparent adjacent to the northern
corner of Cotswold Lodge. The building will become more visible but would not result in any
harm to character of the area.
The applicant proposes to finish the dwelling in render on the ground floor and timber
cladding on the first floor. Respondents have objected to the materials, contending that they
would not be in keeping with local distinctiveness. However, the local area has a variety of
finishes including timber, render and brick. Timber and render are traditional materials and
would not be out of character.
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Concerns have been raised regarding the accuracy of the plans and the lack of
measurements. However, the plans that have been submitted are to scale. Whilst the
dimensions are not shown, it is not a legal, national or local policy requirement. If
measurements are needed, they can be scaled. The case officer visited the site and also
viewed the site from three properties: Cotswold Lodge, Cheyne House and Frogmoor House.
The plot is large enough to accommodate the development without appearing cramped or
overdeveloped.
As the extension would be on the first floor of the existing building, the development would
not reduce the residential curtilage of this property and the parking arrangement would
remain unaffected.
The development would accord with Local Plan Policy HN16, emerging Local Plan Policy
HC8 and National Policy NPPF(7).
Residential Amenity
There are a number concerns raised from Cotswold Lodge, Cheyne House and Frogmoor
House.
Cotswold Lodge:
The initial scheme proposed 4 windows facing towards Cotswold Lodge. However, after
meeting with the owners of Cotswold Lodge and Frogmoor House, the applicant revised the
scheme omitting all but one of the said windows and reducing the height of the building by
about a metre. However, the owners of Cotswold Lodge still feel that they have been totally
ignored and asked for the remaining window, the principle window in the that room, to be
removed. The applicant has responded by reducing the size of the window to about 600mm
albeit wider. This would therefore be a high level window which would not create an
opportunity for overlooking. The roof light facing Cheyne House is more than 2m above the
floor and would therefore not allow any overlooking.
The decking would be at the same level as the ground floor and even though it is close to the
boundary with Cotswold Lodge, any views into the adjacent garden would be screened by the
high conifer hedge between the two properties.
The first floor balcony does not face Cotswold Lodge and does not extend far enough forward
and sideward to have any adverse impact in residential amenities. Obscure glazed screening
can conditioned to give added reassurance.
Cheyne House:
As Cheyne House is substantially higher than the proposed development, the roof lights
facing south may have some impact on the privacy of that property. To this end the applicant
has responded suggesting to obscure the roof lights facing Cheyne house. This can be
conditioned. The owners of Cheyne House have concerns about the proposed extension
affecting light to the property. However, this would not be the case considering the extension
is on the northern side and any indirect light especially in the evenings would be from above.
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The extension would not be overbearing because the first floor extension would be at the
same level as the ground floor of Cheyne House. A 2m high fence can be erected between
the two properties without planning permission which would have the same effect as the
extension. This effect would only be on the eastern half of the boundary between the two
properties.
Frogmoor House.
Concerns have been raised regarding loss of privacy from the owners of Frogmoor House
from the first floor balcony. It is contended that the development would result in overlooking
into the rear garden but the window and balcony would be more than 30m from any window
on Frogmoor House. It is acknowledged that there would be views of the side garden which
is used for parking and owing to the separation distance between the two properties, no
unacceptable loss of privacy would be caused.
Some respondents feel the scheme would be contrary to SDC Residential Design Guide,
which sets number of standards including distances between buildings. However, the
distance between buildings is intended to ensure privacy for the occupiers of those
dwellings. Overbearing is an issue that relates to whether a development is dominant and
causes a feeling of enclosure, to the point of a feeling of claustrophobia. Cotswold Lodge is
set in very large grounds and its main aspect is towards the north with its northern part of the
western boundary, the northern boundary and the eastern boundary which are not bounded
by any urban form. The overbearing impact is not significant enough to warrant a refusal.
The solar panels, do not require planning permission in this particular instance because they
would be flush with the roof and the host building is not listed in accordance with Schedule 2
part 40 of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995. A
flue does not need planning permission, if it is 1m or less above the highest part of the
building and the proposed flue would be about 800mm above the ridge of the roof. These
are Permitted development rules as set out in the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995 and therefore it would not be appropriate to force the
applicant to change these elements.
The proposed extensions tend to be finished in materials matching the existing. Slate is
proposed which would be appropriate and samples can be conditioned.

Impact on the Setting of a Listed Building
The proposed development is for a first floor extension on a property that is not listed or
within any designated area. The site is adjacent to a listed building. The nature of the
proposed development is such that the property would become more apparent on the street
scene but would not reduce the significance the adjacent listed building. The building would
be subservient to any adjacent properties including the listed building and would therefore not
cause not diminish the adjacent listed building, particularly since the main focus is from
Butterow West.
English Heritage was consulted but no concerns were raised and the LPA was urged to deal
with the application in accordance with standing advice and in line with local advice.
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The proposed development would accord with Local Plan Policy BE12 and National Policy
NPPF(12).
SI STATEMENT
There was no pre-application discussions and but some dialogue was had with the agent
regarding various issues that have been raised by respondents and the adjacent occupiers.
Further dialogue was had with the Councillor of the Area as well as the MP who urged
serious consideration of the concerns and issues raised. This resulted in a more acceptable
scheme.
RECOMMENDATION
Whilst the public may not consider the design to be pleasing, it is officers’ view that the
overall design would not cause unacceptable harm to the character or appearance of the
area or erode the significance of the adjacent heritage asset. It would therefore not be
significant enough to warrant a refusal. The application is therefore considered to comply
with the appropriate policies and is therefore recommended for permission subject to
conditions.
HUMAN RIGHTS
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring
or affected properties. In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted
any different action to that recommended.
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